Keystone symposia - stem cells.
The Keystone Symposia stem cell conference focused on the biological nature of self-renewing cell populations that exist in special regulatory niches and form other cell types that enable maintenance of tissue function, repair and, in some cases, regeneration. Adult stem cells are present in most, if not all tissues, and their regulation as renewing populations, the nature of the niche and the factors driving decisions for differentiation in primary pathways remain the dominant interest in the field. The more vexed question concerning possible transdifferentiation of adult stem cells from one tissue type to another has become focused on the role of fusion and whether this is a recapitulation of normal processes in embryonic and adult development. The possible linkage of cancer phenotypes with stem cells and downstream progenitor cell types through loss of regulatory influences in renewal, expansion and lineage commitment is a rapidly growing interest. Pluripotent embryonic stem (ES) cells and their maintenance and directed differentiation into a variety of tissue types remains an optimistic field of research in which some debate exists about true pluripotency of adult stem cells. The role of epigenetic influences on differentiation and development has drawn on data from nuclear transfer studies in cloning the whole organism and in ES cell production. The formation of germ cells and their renewal and differentiation was also a major interest of the symposium.